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People are born helpless; “there is no stage before helplessness or before help is required” 

(Phillips “Freud’s Helplessness”). Humans completely depend on those around them for the first 

years of their lives. As a species, humanity would die without interdependence. The people who 

take care of the helpless version of us choose to be moral beings. This is not just one moment in 

the history of humanity, but a constant way of relating as humans. While helplessness defines 

humanity, it also terrifies. Being helpless connotes lack of control, reliance on the external world, 

continuous uncertainty, and a dominating helping figure. Subjects repress helplessness because 

these attributes cause anxiety and are dismissed in Western Culture. The reluctance to admit that 

one is helpless, or to appreciate the helplessness of others, is pervasive. Only the weak or 

shameful would admit to being helpless, to willingly submit oneself to another. Subjects repress 

their helplessness and create an idealized version of human subjectivity based on self-

sustainability. The self-sustaining figure is a trope within U.S. culture and used politically to 

disregard the concerns and lives of those oppressed or in positions of need. Marginalized groups 

attempting to mainstream often repress their helplessness for political gain; they create the 

illusion of “strength” and negate the need of assistance or systemic change. Instead marginalized 

groups and claim that they can contribute to the perpetuation of the oppressive, if included. The 

mainstream US gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender (GLBT) movement has done exactly this. 

They removed issues of vulnerability, weakness, and helplessness and seek solidarity with 

heteronormative culture creating a homonormative citizen invested in marriage and military 
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service. National GLBT movements frequent use of this image symbolic capital and reorients 

locals LGBT organization across the nation. This redefines the GLBT community on a national 

and local level, excluding those outside the US ideal citizen and reorienting a marginal 

community interested in systemic change into a mainstream institution interested in maintaining 

socio-economic privilege. This dismissal of helplessness and destruction of grassroots politics in 

the GLBT movement needs to be reevaluated to create a more moral movement built. 

Helplessness is a foundational aspect of the subject. As a species, humans are born 

without the ability to fend for themselves and therefore depend on receiving care from others 

(Mitchell 16). D.W. Winnicott, a child psychoanalyst, elaborates on the neonate’s helplessness 

by declaring that babies do not exist. This absurd-sounding statement highlights that a baby 

“cannot exist alone, but is essentially part of a relationship;” the baby cannot be separated from 

its caregiver(s) (Davis and Wallbridge 34). This inability to survive without the physical 

sustenance provided by someone else means the baby cannot be defined in isolation. The baby is 

always part of at least a dyad, if not a larger group. This connection is not just fulfilling 

nutritional and bodily necessities, but also emotion needs. From birth, subjects desire contact 

with others and clamor for intimacy and relationality. The neonate longs to be held because it 

satisfies its needs for the social  (Phillips Winnicott 9). 

During the original state of being, the subject learns that she alone is not enough; she 

needs another person to be satisfied, comforted, and sustained (Phillips “Freud’s Helplessness”). 

Melanie Klein, who Winnicott both admired and critiqued, writes that the first object subjects 

relate to is the breast. The receiving of breast milk is the source of initial satisfaction. It brings 

pleasure and security from without (Klein 214-5). The initial dependent relationship shapes the 

subject’s feelings towards helplessness. The breast provides nourishment, comfort, and pleasure; 
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however, the breast cannot always be present. The breast’s fluctuating presence causes panic and 

terror within the neonate (Kristeva 67). In cases of dependency, being helped is a matter of life 

or death, hence the neonates discomfort with helplessness. To manage the relationship with the 

breast the subject enters the depressive state and splits the breast into good and bad objects. By 

mentally splitting the breast, the neonate refuses to associate the anxiety-causing breast with the 

nourishing breast. This allows the neonate to not reject the love object outright. The neonate 

creates, in this moment, an idealized version of the breast (Klein 215-7). Winnicott reminds us 

that the neonate is not the only subject within this relationship. The mother is also frustrated with 

the neonate. However, she gains satisfaction, relationality, and a sense of love through her 

relationship with the child. The helper gains from and is affected by the subject they help.  

Within infancy, the subject’s helplessness is dependency; the baby is completely reliant 

on the caregiver. The subject must not stay dependent. The subject’s growing intelligence, 

frustration with the bad object, physical development, and concern over their caretaker’s 

wellbeing create a motivation and a means towards a more independent state (Davis and 

Wallbridge 56, Phillips Winnicott 2). Winnicott emphasizes that complete independence never 

occurs (38-39). Because of this, there is no such thing as a lone subject, only the illusion of a 

subject alone. Being cared for and caring for another defines what it is to be human; momentary 

helplessness will still be experienced (Phillips Winnicott 2). However, movement towards a more 

independent state combined with the initial and sustained terror surrounding helplessness 

commonly creates an aversion to helplessness. Subjects create idealized selves to aid in their 

false rejection of helplessness and interdependency. This idealization replicates the splitting that 

occurs in Melanie Klein’s depressive state. Instead of splitting an object, subjects split 

themselves. The idealized version contains an independent and self-reliant version of the subject, 
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while the bad version contains the subject’s feelings of helplessness and interdependency. In this 

narcissistic state, the subject withdraws external relations and relies on the idealized to counter 

feeling dependent the external anxiety-causing world (Kristeva 59-60). Rejecting helplessness 

implies one is omnipotent. Feeling this way is an important during infancy because it allows 

infants to negotiate the uncertainty of complete dependency, but is unhealthy beyond this stage 

(Abrams 104-7).  

 Healthy subjects acknowledge that at one time he or she was helpless and will again be 

helpless. Maturity is the ability to be relatively independent, but acknowledge and tolerate being 

helpless and showing concern and helping others (Phillips Winnicott 82, Davis and Winnicott 

73). Acknowledging helplessness causes subjects to see humanity as interconnected through the 

positions of helper and helpless. The concern subject’s feel for others comes from gratitude they 

have from receiving help and wanting to reciprocate the gift (Klein 215-6). Receiving help and 

having gratitude entrenches subjects in a moral web of interdependent living; individuals 

recognize their own momentary helplessness and assist others when possible. People reject this 

morality; original helplessness (complete dependence) recalls extreme anxiety and terror, but not 

the corresponding comfort and satisfaction. The amount of vulnerability experienced and 

gratitude needed to reciprocate to the mother figure is insurmountable. This leads subjects to not 

acknowledge the initial helplessness experienced and the role of the caring figure. By repressing 

the role of this figure (the “WOMAN” as Winnicott calls it) and helplessness, subjects create an 

anxiety around the initial state. They create a False Self, the idealized self-sustaining subject, 

who is devoid of nurture (Davis and Wallbridge 131, Phillips Winnicott 133).  

Fear of dependence and helplessness manifests itself pervasively within US symbolic 

imaginary, rhetoric, and politics. US culture valorizes declaring independence from others when 
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confronted with tragedy, oppression, insurmountable odds, or the position of need. The idea that 

the US and its citizens are alone during turbulent times is constant; rejecting help is a source of 

pride. “Pull yourself up by your bootstraps” seems to be the national mantra; to do anything else 

would be worth pity. To admit that one needs help would be to admit that one is not good enough 

and perhaps not American enough. This attitude is reflected in the rhetoric that deems the US’s 

dependence on foreign oil as a larger problem than the immense amount of oil consumed within 

the nation. The solution to the “problem” is to drill domestically and become “self-sustaining,” 

rather than altering the way the US consumes. Correspondingly the US Army, an institution 

attempting to form a collective, tells their soldiers that they individually are “An Army of One.” 

Despite being part of one of the world’s largest armies, the institution tells soldiers that the 

pinnacle of soldierhood is complete self-reliance. US culture amplifies what D.W. Winnicott 

describes as a fear of the figure that once sustained us. National subjects remember the pain of 

dependence and fear being helped again because they have not acknowledged the help that the 

nation received.1 Instead, an idealized fiction of isolation and self-reliance is created. The 

American Dream is built around this fiction. To own a home (be independent of landlords) and 

to have a family (which supposedly sustains itself economically, physically, and emotionally and 

perpetuates itself into the future via child-rearing) is paramount. Complete independence is the 

American illusion. To show weakness or admit that one needs help is anti-American and a 

characteristic of weak individuals. Instead, the repression of helplessness, the primary way of 

relating, and becomes synonymous with citizenship. 

As the GLBT movement and its issues move away from the margins of U.S. politics, the 

influence of conservative gay male pundits and leaders on public discourse surrounding GLBT 

                                                
1 For example, the U.S rarely acknowledges France’s assistance in the revolution against Great 
Britain. 
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issues has risen. Their influence and neo-liberalism’s impact on radical social movements to 

work on identity politics facilitated the shift of national GLBT organizations to focus on 

integration into mainstream US culture over social change (Dugan). These national organizations 

adopted the fear of dependence and helplessness that exemplifies the ideal US citizen. During the 

1990s, gay politics moved away from a wide variety of social issues and instead focused solely 

on same-sex marriage and the ability of GLB individuals to serve openly in the military (Robison 

6). The movement has never been monolithic and still is not, but most national organizations 

today have stopped critiquing the systemic injustices and instead seek inclusion into dominant 

structures. Issues connoting victimization, such as self-hatred, suicide, youth, and AIDS, are 

erased or marginalized to strengthen the image of the GLB citizen (10, 27-8). This shift 

reimagines the diverse community as adults wanting to support the “War on Terror” and wanting 

to emulate a heterosexual union.  

US culture’s idealized and self-reliant self is the married person with child. The family 

unit is a supposed self-contained unit that reproduces society and sustains itself. The parents 

produce and care for children. The children, in return, will care for their parents when they are no 

longer able to care for themselves. Acceptable help occurs only within the family unit. The 

notion of GL families may terrify some U.S. citizens, but the notion of same-sex marriage should 

provide relief for those worried about “alternative lifestyles.” This inclusion would make gay and 

lesbian life stories closer to the national narrative of a citizen’s life and allows for a wider 

population to participate in the American Dream. Including GL families allows them to be 

included into the paradigm of consumption, the (modified) nuclear family. Marriage signifies 

strength because one takes responsibility for other people. Typical marriage vows discuss not 

only the love two people share, but also that he or she will always be there for the other person 
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no matter how sick or poor the other becomes. The other person swears the same. Neither party 

states that they will need to rely on the other; they both take responsibility for the other’s 

wellbeing, but never mention promising to ask for help or allowing the person to help if they find 

themselves in need. The importance of marriage in aiding the repression of helplessness and 

creating the illusion of invulnerability is highlighted in descriptions of single people within 

conventional marrying age. Movies, television programs, friends, and relatives view unmarried 

people as childish, wild, immature, and not able to handle the commitment of marriage, 

regardless of what their actual life is like. To become married would show strength and would 

reject the reckless childish figure that may need help--whether that be social, physical, or mental-

-from already married people.  

While same-sex marriage allows national groups to gain cultural and symbolic capital for 

the GLBT community, it also has significant benefits for the privileged members of the LGBT 

movement. The limited viewpoint of the social movement should not by itself be surprising 

because as David Harvey states, “all politics have their origins in the collective development of a 

particular political vision on the part of particular persons in particular places at particular times” 

(190).  As stated above the current GLBT national movement has its roots in the conservative 

gay male particularity. Their issues became the issues of the national movement and 

consequently redefine the community. This movement’s goals are not to alter the US’s 

foundational beliefs about sexuality, capitalism, justice, and gender. Instead, it proceeds through 

the conventional routes of contained activism and seeks inclusion into the hegemonic system.  

This movement claims that same-sex marriage is the linchpin issue; once marriage is achieved 

then wider acceptance and equality will follow. Logic proves this to be false. Reforming one 

aspect of a culture will not create an equitable society. Coding same-sex marriage in this manner 
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the real issue. In our culture, marriage is not only about love or the public recognition of love. 

Marriage is a contractual obligation that legally binds two people and their property, capital, and 

assets together. Marriage has financial incentives; it provides tax benefits, access to family leave 

benefits, financial continuity in instances of death or disability, immigration benefits, inheritance 

rights, social security benefits, health insurance, and numerous other minority rights (Meezan 

and Rauch 108, Branzdel 188). Some of these benefits might help working-class and 

impoverished GLBTQ people, but they would definitely solidify upper to middle-class GLB 

people right to share and distribute their property as they see fit. Guaranteeing the right to 

distribute property is a key function that state provides in a capitalist nation (Harvey “The 

Marxian Theory of the State” 272). This nationally sanctioned privilege would help 

“respectable” GLB people two-fold; by providing a normative image of GLB people in the 

minds of heterosexual people providing the power to direct assets as they see fit.  

As the national GLBT movement pushes for same-sex marriage via the image of the self-

reliant and economic sustainable GLB family, they promote the figure of the proud-to-serve 

GLB soldier.2 The goal is to have Congress repeal the Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell policy (DADT) and 

allow GLB soldiers to serve openly. In a time when the US immorally occupies two countries 

and conducts a global war on “terror” causing casualties of civilians and military personal, and 

the illegal imprisonment of US citizens and foreign nationals. It is at this moment that GLBT 

organizations fight for the right to serve in the US’s continual economic domination of other 

countries. The image of the GLB soldier, a possible “Army of One,” pushes aside the image of 

the helpless AIDS victim, gay-bashed youth, and sissy. The GLBT movement parades around 

GLB military personnel, such as Lt. Daniel Choi, to show how strong, brave, and patriotic GLB 

                                                
2 People who are transgender are dropped from this discussion.  
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citizens are and how helpless they are not. Strangely, these organizations wish to support a 

nation that rejects, repeatedly refuses to help, actively oppresses them, and covers up the murders 

of their community members. The group being excluded seeks inclusion into a stronger force by 

denying their position of helplessness and asking for the opportunity to provide help. Long gone 

are the days of questioning the invasion and occupation of sovereign nations; to do that would be 

weak. The path to inclusion is through making oneself as attractive as possible and fight in the 

national campaign for global dominance. 

The influence of this two-pronged approach and repression of helplessness was apparent 

on October 11, 2009 at the National Equality March in Washington, DC. The intended goal of 

the march was to promote equal rights for gays, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender US citizens 

and create a GLBT grassroots movement across the US (Equality Across America). The march 

began at the intersection of I Street NW and 15th Street NW ended at the U.S. Capital building 

where a stage was constructed, from which Judy Shepard, Cynthia Nixon, Lady GaGa, Kate 

Clinton, Lt. Dan Choi, and numerous activists spoke. The focus of most speeches was the 

overturning of the DOMA, the passing of a federal same-sex marriage act or amendment, and the 

repealing of the DADT policy. These three movements create an idealized self-sustaining GLB 

citizen that can be shown to the nation. Few speakers did discuss other issues such as AIDS and 

at-risk-youth, but only minimally. Their message always returned to these three issues. The 

audience of marchers repeated Equality Across America’s focused message. The gay male 

conservative agenda became the agenda of national organizations and through the promise of 

equality has become the message of the GLBT people. Homemade signs focused on marriage 

and the military, stating things such as, “My Wife is in the Middle East Defending Freedom,” 

“Repeal DADT and I’ll Enlist,” and “I pay my taxes! Let me marry!” The wife waiting at home 
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for the soldier to return, the enthusiastic adolescent ready for war serve, and the loyal tax-paying 

citizen serve as repetitions of the national movement’s messages and dangerous enthusiasm for 

an unjust war. 

AIDS was never a central issue for the EAA, the National Equality March organizers. 

The initial plan was to hold a candlelight vigil for the victims of HIV and AIDS the night before 

the rally. This creates a separate space for HIV/AIDS awareness, a reminder that the march was 

not about AIDS, but about marriage and the military. Despite a surplus of $90,000, they 

cancelled the vigil due to the inability to find a group willing to organize or sponsor the event. 

After the cancellation, Housing Works and the Campaign to End AIDS decided to sponsor the 

HIV/AIDS candle light vigil. EAA not only did not mention AIDS activism as a primary goal of 

the movement, but was also willing to cancel the only event that provided a space to talk about 

AIDS. If not for the two AIDS organizations there would have been no substantial discussion of 

HIV/AIDS at this national GLBT event. Considering the shift within the GLBT movement, the 

lack of interest in HIV/AIDS makes sense. This silence is part of the overall repression of 

helplessness. The body of an AIDS victim reveals a body that needs help and cannot support 

itself without external support. Additionally, it brings to the surface sexual acts deemed shameful 

while the national movement attempts to desexualize the GLBTQ politics. Additionally, 

discussing HIV/AIDS brings up issues surrounding poverty, health care reform, the power of 

drug manufacturers, and critiques of neo-liberal globalization. To discuss HIV/AIDS seriously is 

to reveal the failure and complacency that the US has shown towards this epidemic. AIDS, along 

with the self-hatred, hate crimes, and teenage suicide, complicates the ideal image of LGB 

people and brings discussion of systemic change to the forefront. Systemic change that the upper 

to middle-class donors to national GLBT organizations do not want.  
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The mission of the March for Equality was to inspire LGBTQ people and their allies 

across the US to start a grassroots movement to force the federal government into giving GLBT 

people “full federal equality” (EAA- About Us). The contradiction lying within this goal is to 

create local grassroots movement through a national organization. Instead of allowing a 

grassroots movement to happen from the bottom up, they asked their devotees to start a 

movement from the top-down. Numerous local organizations began as a result of the EAA’s call-

to-action. Equality Nebraska, EQUALITY*ACROSS* AMERICA- Sonoma County, Portland 

Equal Coalition, Marriage Equality Silicon Valley, Impact Twin Cities, LGBTI Equality NOW 

(Madison), just to name a few established themselves when the EAA called for a grassroots 

movement. These organizations used the goals provided by the EAA as their mission statements. 

This statement reads: 

Equal Protection encompasses many issues, including: 1. Repeal of the Defense of 
Marriage Act (DOMA) so that every marriage in every state has the same federal rights. 
2. Repeal of Don't Ask, Don't Tell so that LGBT persons may serve in the military openly 
and with the same rights as their straight counterparts. 3. An end to workplace 
discrimination for everyone with an Employment Non-Discrimination Act (ENDA) that 
protects everyone. 4. The right to adopt children and raise families like any other parents. 
5. Hate Crimes legislation that includes LGBT people and protects us like any other 
targeted group. 6. Immigration reform that recognizes same-sex couples and ends the 
needless separation of families. 
 
 

Their mission statement lists the focus of the march as the first two goals. It is followed by four 

other goals, which are hardly ever discussed by EAA and its offspring. The majority of 

“grassroots” organizations’ web content and events are devoted to gaining access to the marriage 

and military service.  The exception being Impact Humboldt and Equality Action Now, which 

only mention marriage. Corporate-style activism destroys a true grassroots movement from 

arriving by providing the points of contention for citizens. The particularities of each location 

and population are displaced for the purpose of national unity 
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This model of creating a grassroots politics through mandate, instead of collaboration 

creates a political movement that excludes citizen participation. The agenda is not debatable; 

marriage equality and access to the military are the issues. Jürgen Habermas’s The Structural 

Transformation of the Public Sphere provides vivid description of how commercialized press 

turned away from facilitating rational-critical discourse and began controlling content for 

economic gains and ideological manipulation. The limiting of public discourse allowed private 

interests of privileged subjects to become public opinion; political parties imitate this model 

denying citizens the ability to alter their party’s political position. Social movements utilize this 

new corporate model. Privileged GLBT private interests become the issues of the entire GLBTQ 

community. This destroys grassroots social movements original function as serving as a way for 

local and particular interests to intervene force in national politics (Harvey “City and Justice” 

195).  

As with all repressions, helplessness does not simply go away. The discussion of high 

school bullying, HIV/AIDS, high suicide rates and depression in gay and lesbian teens, or the 

multitude of other causes associated with victimization, were not the focus of anyone’s speech, 

but these topics slipped into the dialogue. How could they not? In “Queer and Now,” Eve 

Kosofsky Sedgwick writes, “I think everyone who does gay and lesbian studies is haunted by the 

suicides of [gay and lesbian] adolescents” (1). Sedgwick describes the hatred and animosity U.S. 

culture directs towards queer children. Boldly she claims, “this society… wants its queer 

children to conform or (and this is not a figure of speech) die; and does not want to know that it 

is getting what it wants” (3). Sedgwick’s statements can be extended to activists for GLBT 

issues. This haunting means that repressed helplessness will never go away. The helpless GLBT 

specter creeps into the rallying cries for same-sex marriage and involvement in the military. If 
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the goals of the helpless-repressing movement are met, the oppression of the GLBTQ community 

will not end. The repressed issues surrounding helplessness will still be prevalent (Phillips 

“Freud’s Helplessness”). The illusion of the self-reliant subject must be removed to have a more 

honest movement. The GLBT movement needs to reevaluate their stance on rejecting help; help 

creates solidarity. Help brings people together through relationality. While embracing 

helplessness will not solve the systemic oppression of the GLBTQ Community, it can create a 

position where the structures of domination are recognized.  

EAA and other GLBTQ national organizations current structure and method combined 

with the origin of their agenda create a powerful and harmful institutional structure, which 

shapes how the GLBTQ community defines itself.  The movement attempts to look radical to 

attract a larger youth base into supporting a conservative political agenda. Marriage and all of its 

benefits and access to the military are the universal rights that the community is fighting for. 

This conservative movement seeks to work in relation to the state, who has a long history of 

working to sustain capitalist interests. The ideal citizen and the construction of the common good 

by the state has been a place for the state to impose upon the masses its ideologies (Harvey “The 

Marxian Theory of the State” 270). Classed norms, laws, and institution lose their nomination 

and falsely state their universality. By seeking a more active subjugation to the state, the GLBTQ 

movement shifts to more complacent or pro-capitalist stance. By participating in the nation, the 

movement cooperates in the hierarchizing of people according to race, gender, sexual identity, 

and relationship status. By focusing on marriage and the military, GLBTQ organizations 

contribute to the deepening of inequalities rather than alleviating them.  

Harvey writes that such movements create a sense of community that hinders the creation 

of alternative ways of being and instead preserves the current systemic injustices, despite the 
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contradiction (City and Justice 190). The movement shapes the community and defines the 

proper way to live. If marriage and access to the military is what the GLBTQ movement is 

fighting for then GLBTQ people can now have as much pressure to support and enroll in the 

military and become married (192). The single person, the person living with HIV/AIDS, the 

homeless youth, the harassed student, the raced body, the classed body, the genderbender, the 

transgendered person, and anyone else defying homonormativity is removed from the 

community for the sake of appearances.  

As we have seen, our culture believes that helpless deforms us; it turns us into something 

bad, something we do not want to be (Phillips Freud’s Helplessness). However, helplessness is 

at the center of our being and morality. A subject has the ability to help another because he or 

she has been helped. If I can experience help, I have been helped. If I want to be helped in the 

future then I need and, because of gratitude (as explained by Klein), want to help others. To help 

correctly, the helper needs to listen and figure out what is needed. This requires the helper to 

think about what is good for the helpee--to think outside of their subjectivity. It involves 

listening, which is at the core of the psychoanalytic situation and effective democratic action. 

Democracy is the idea that different people can be equal, despite the fact that they may need 

different things. In a democracy, a base and set of rules are established to create an “equal” 

environment. This automatically leads to the realization that equality is not actually present and 

that people need help (Phillips Equals 6). But this realization does not invalidate democracy, but 

instead shows democracy as an active process between subjects. Helping is key to understanding 

relationality and equality in a democratic society. In the moral democracy, one must listen in 

order to know what the other wants. One does not assume that one knows what the other wants. 

Adam Phillips states, “equality here doesn't mean sameness; it means differently appealing but 
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equally compelling good things" (17). A prescribed version of equality based of an idealization 

provides citizens with resources and rights they do not need or want. This frustrates citizens and 

wastes resources. Subjects denying their helplessness repeatedly receive the wrong alleviation. 

Speaking without illusion provides access to needs and pleasures (Phillips Equals 103). By 

denying the existence of helpless subjects in order to look stronger, the GLBT denies others 

access to the multitude of concerns surrounding GLBT people and creates a movement that will 

fail to satisfy. By discussing helplessness and the specters of suicide, AIDS, and depression, 

GLBT subjects can use helplessness as a channel to discuss what is wrong.  

In psychoanalysis, frustration and anxiety are often described as being the result of an 

instinct or drive being inhibited. Helplessness does not appear to be an instinct. However, the 

denial of helplessness leads to a similar frustration and anxiety because it forces the idealization 

of the self and denies a primary way of relating. On the other hand, helplessness causes anxiety if 

subject’s fail to acknowledge the original dependency on the mother. Acknowledging 

helplessness and ending its repression can lead to an understanding that it is not dependency. 

Instead, helplessness is a momentary position where a subject finds that they cannot do or cope 

with everything they face; helplessness is the constant reminder that one is human. To discover 

one’s humanity can be frustrating due to the weakness that U.S. culture assigns to it. However, 

helplessness can be refreshing. A person cannot do everything and should not attempt to do 

everything. To do everything would be overwhelming and impossible. One should and needs to 

ask for help; it is a part of who a subject is. How relieving is it to know that receiving and asking 

for help is central to our very humanity? Receiving help should be a pleasurable and not a 

condescending gesture. Receiving help from friends, family, acquaintances, and even strangers 

reminds us of the morality helplessness creates and provides a solution to a frustrating scenario. 
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Phillips is correct when he states, “helplessness is our strength;” it makes us better people and 

creates a frustration, which creates a satisfaction. It creates a moral obligation that can be 

pleasurable to fulfill.   

Adam Phillips warns that total helplessness allows people to embrace victimhood and 

create a static structure of relationality. Helplessness should be a position, not a lifestyle or 

identity. People who believe themselves to be solely helpless, see themselves as victims, 

allowing them to “make a new morality… excusing them from normal morality” (“Freud’s 

Helplessness”). They feel beyond conventional norms because, unlike most, they have been hurt 

exponentially. These people fail to realize that all human subjects have been injured and that 

helplessness is a common experience. Of course, there must be room for trauma to play into a 

theory of subjects, but the embracing of helplessness should not be an excuse from humanity, but 

a realization of one’s humanity. Phillips declares that helplessness at the level of dependency 

serves as a structure of power, “a unilateral relation,” where one person demands an exponential 

amount of help from others. He reminds us, “We can satisfy each other but not save each other” 

(“Freud’s Helplessness”). No one should take on the position of being someone’s sole provider. 

This relationship is unhealthy for both. By being completely helpless, the subject gives complete 

control and power to another. Helplessness no longer exists in this situation as a moral 

relationality, but as a position of domination and complete subjugation. Helplessness as a 

perpetual relationality depends on the ability of the helpee to leave helplessness and take on the 

position of helper.  

Phillips writes, "If the best thing we do is look after each other, then the worst thing we 

do is pretend to look after each other when in fact we are doing something else” (Phillips Equals 

1). It is not always easy to tell the difference between these two things; they both look altruistic. 
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In rejecting helplessness, the gay and lesbian movement refuses to acknowledge the difference 

between the two. Marriage and military are the most important initiatives because they sustain 

the capitalist nation-state and provide privileged subject access to institutes of privilege. By 

rejecting helplessness, they reject an important relationality and a portion of their community 

that upsets or complicates the status quo. Rejecting helplessness aids in the isolation of the 

GLBT movement from “radical” social movements that ask for systemic change, instead of 

reform. By entering blindly into the “patriotic” refusal of helplessness, the national GLBT 

movement seeks to remove the space in the community to question US culture beyond 

demanding assimilation.  

Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick reminds us that we are haunted by our helplessness. Instead of 

ignoring the past and putting up a brave front, would it not be better to deal with the pain of the 

crimes that have been done to the GLBTQ community? Local communities need to embrace 

those discarded by the national movement. By taking up helplessness as a position they can work 

towards a more equal democracy that recognizes “equally compelling good things: and not 

sameness. By embracing helplessness, the community can stop isolating the movement and 

denying the pain caused by injustices and build honest relationships with advocates concerned 

with real change. If we deny helplessness then the institution causing helplessness will never be 

challenged. If helplessness were something good, something that we could learn to say “yes” to, 

then much unneeded pressure and pain could find an outlet. By fighting for an imposed agenda 

that idealizes the community by rejecting helplessness, the GLBT movement contributes to 

sustaining national and global injustices committed by the nation state on the GLBT community 

and potential allies. To twist the words of Adam Phillips, rejecting helplessness makes the GLBT 
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movement susceptible to pretending to help the GLBT population when they are in fact doing 

something else. 
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